JAPANESE SHOCHU GUIDE

Wanna Explore
Japanese Wonders?
JFOODO, The Japan Food Product
Overseas Promotion Center, has
launched a campaign aimed at promoting
Japanese shochu and awamori in the
United States.
Shochu is a pure, clean, and expressive
spirit from Japan made from rice, barley,
sweet potatoes, etc. The most distinctive
feature of shochu is its unique aroma and
ﬂavor, depending on the ingredients.
Through the campaign, we have
collaborated with renowned mixologists
in New York City and Los Angeles to
create original shochu and awamori
cocktails that can be experienced at their
bars. We have also opened a limited-time
“Japanese Shochu Cocktail Pop Up Bar” in
NYC where you can experience shochu
and awamori cocktails as well as
traditional Japanese drinking styles at
GONGO in East Village, NY.
To introduce shochu and awamori to the
American public, we collaborated with
renowned mixologists to invent creative
cocktails. This is a great opportunity to
learn more about and enjoy shochu and
awamori, from the cocktails used in the
United States to the traditional way of
drinking it in Japan. As spirits become
more and more popular around the
world, shochu and awamori are sure to
become the next trend in spirits.
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What is Shochu?
Shochu is a spirit that uses a variety of traditional ingredients from Japan's
long history, and has a lot of appealing points in terms of aroma and taste.
There are two types of shochu: Honkaku (authentic) shochu (single
distillation shochu) and the neutral-tasting Korui shochu (consecutive
distillation shochu). Honkaku shochu is made from a wide variety of raw
materials, and the ﬂavors of the materials are utilized. The alcohol by volume
(ABV) is mainly between 20 and 30 percent, which is not as high as many other
spirits in the world. However, the aroma produced by the diﬀerent ingredients
and manufacturing methods makes it a memorable spirit. Let's take a look at
some of the most popular types of honkaku shochu.
If we compare its aroma and character to other spirits from around the world, we can
start to understand where shochu stands. Where does shochu stand in comparison to the
major spirits available around the world, such as whiskey, gin, rum, and tequila? We have
tried to illustrate this, including how it changes with aging, in the chart below. Although this
is entirely a matter of perception, it should provide a rough idea of its position. We can see
that shochu appears all over the chart depending on what raw ingredients it uses.
Furthermore, sweet potato shochu ranges from those like pisco to full-bodied types
resembling jenever, and rice shochu covers everything from fresh, vodka-like styles to those
more like whisky. Compared to other spirits, shochu has a wide range of aromas depending on
the ingredients and their types, making it diﬃcult to categorize shochu by aroma. So the more
you understand the characteristics of each ingredient and taste them, the more you will enjoy
them. Welcome to the unique world of Japanese shochu. You will love it.

Where Shochu Stands Among the Spirits of the World
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Feature of

Distillation

Shochu and awamori are made using koji, a uniquely Japanese culture of fermentation, their production
involves both brewing and distilling techniques. The production process is unusual, and the ﬂavors are unique.
To mixologists and bartenders from overseas, it feels like a mysterious spirit that has evolved on its own in the
eastern island nation of Zipangu.

Koji
Brewing with koji gives
shochu its aroma, ﬂavor, and
oiliness, as well as a unique
depth of sweetness
Koji, which is made by adding koji mold to
steamed rice and letting it reproduce, is
essential for Japanese fermented foods
such as soy sauce and miso. Similarly, koji
plays a major role in shochu and awamori,
both of which have been developed in a
culture of fermentation. Koji is absolutely
vital for producing the ﬂavor, oiliness, and
deep sweetness of shochu. Spirits from
other places in the world, by contrast, put a
lot of emphasis on distillation and aging.
Throughout its long history, stills have
been the subject of much research, and
the associated aging and blending
techniques have been explored. Now, the
world is beginning to see a reversal. Just as
fermentation is drawing attention in the
world's culinary industry, the world of
spirits is showing growing interest in koji
and fermentation: new spirits using koji are
being created, and new ﬂavors using
previously unknown yeasts are being
studied. The knowledge of yeast and koji
that the Japanese have been exploring for
many years can serve as important
information for the global market.
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Stainless steel stills give each distillation meaning
While most of the world's stills, such as those for whisky, are made of
copper, most shochu stills are made of stainless steel. Direct distillation, in
which steam is blown directly into the mash, has become the most common
method of distillation. This is because it oﬀers a way to heat mashes of
easily-burned ingredients without burning them. Moreover, the alcohol
content of shochu is deﬁned as 45 percent or less. There is no limit on the
number of distillations, but they are usually distilled only once and ﬁnished
to 20-25 percent alcohol by volume. For this reason, it is a spirit with many
aromatic components, and one that brings out the characteristics of its
ingredients well. Shochu is one of the few spirits in the world to be drunk
with meals. The culture of mixing shochu with hot water and drinking it with
food is deeply rooted. It is a distillation method unique to shochu, which is designed to retain a certain amount
of oil—that is, plenty of ﬂavor—and to bring out the ﬂavor of the ingredients when mixed with hot water.

Batch distillation

Continuous distillation

Batch distillation brings out the ﬂavor of the
ingredients well. The alcohol content that can
obtained in a single distillation is low, and distillation
may be repeated. Diﬀerences in the shape of the still
can produce a variety of ﬂavors. The stills used for
this kind of distillation are known as “pot stills.”
Malt whiskey / tequila / cognac (brandy) / rum /
honkaku shochu (potato, barley, rice, brown sugar) /
awamori / gin (often combined with continuous
distillation) / some rum

A relatively new distillation method that started to
see use in the 19th century. Mash can be
continuously fed into the still, allowing the eﬃcient
production of drinks with high alcohol content. This
produces clear drinks that retain little ﬂavor from the
original ingredients.
Grain whisky, bourbon whisky (pot stills also
sometimes used), grape brandy, vodka (pot stills also
sometimes used), rum, and korui shochu

Filtration
How oil is left in during filtration determines the weight and
character of the shochu A mentality distinct from other spirits
around the world
Compared to other spirits from around the world, shochu has a completely different approach to
oil. The oil component of shochu brings roundness and depth to the taste. Therefore, as opposed
to the world's spirits, which compete for a “clean” flavor in terms of how much filtration is used to
refine the taste, the taste of shochu is determined by how it is filtered to retain as much oil as
possible. That said, excess oil will oxidize and spoil the taste. Conversely, if too much oil is
removed, the shochu will be “clean,” but its depth of flavor will be reduced. For this reason, shochu
producers use various methods such as skimming off the oil with a net and filtering it out with
paper, depending on the character of shochu they are aiming for.
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Flavor

Aging

A unique aroma found only in shochu

From a global perspective, shochu is
more valuable when it can be spoken of
like whisky in terms of aging

The alcohol content of most shochu and awamori is between 20
and 30 percent, which is substantially lower than other world
spirits, which are mainly over 35 percent. Since its alcohol
content is low, its aroma can be easily discerned from the
moment it is poured into a wine glass. Also, diﬀerent ﬂavors
can be discerned even with the same ingredients, because
despite being a distilled spirit, the diﬀerences in the koji and
yeast used also have a substantial impact. It produces an
aroma unique to shochu, quite unlike that of beer or wine. The
ﬂavor of shochu can be described as a multiplication of koji,
yeast, and the main ingredient. That structure itself already
resembles a cocktail, and it produces an aroma that you would
not expect from the ingredients. By understanding these
ﬂavors, you can create cocktails that no one has ever tasted
before. These are the kinds of unrealized possibilities that
shochu holds.

Maturation for long periods of time holds new possibilities for shochu.
Whether aging is done in tanks, pots, or barrels, they all have one
thing in common: as the shochu ages, gas and fungal smells are
eliminated, and the flavor becomes more mellow. This is particularly
true for rice and barley shochu: when the raw spirit is left in a barrel to
age, it develops a character comparable to whisky. However, the
value of aged shochu has not been well established in Japan. For
example, if shochu is stored in oak barrels in the warm climates of
Kyushu and Okinawa, it will mature quickly and take on the aroma of
the barrel. As such, it is said that the 30-year aging periods used for
whisky in Scotland may not be strictly necessary. There are still many
things that remain unclear, such as differences in aging methods and
how to identify the peak of maturity, but thinking globally, if there is
shochu that can be spoken of like whisky in terms of aging, then its
value will surely increase.

Even with an alcohol content of 20 percent,
shochu’s strong flavors allow it to be used in
cocktails

Shochu /
Awamori

20-30%
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World
spirits

35-45%

Typically made of enamel. They
do not impart any color, and only
the character of the shochu
matures, unaffected by any
external factors.

Pots

Alcohol Volume
As can be seen by the growing popularity of
non-alcoholic “mocktails,” health consciousness is
driving a worldwide demand for cocktails with less
alcohol. Some people think that shochu’ s low alcohol
content makes it unsuitable for cocktails, but if the
flavors are strong enough, it can work as a low-alcohol
cocktail, which actually has its advantages. For
example, by adding 20ml of 25 percent spirits instead
of 20ml of 40 percent spirits, you can create a cocktail
that has a gentle fragrance and a soft mouthfeel while
keeping the alcohol content in check. However, it's
hard to make a cocktail if it is weak in terms of both
alcohol and flavor. Such shochu is best enjoyed
mixed with hot or cold water.

Tanks

Maturation occurs quickly. The
distinctive smell of earthenware
can produce a natural
sweetness, but sometimes the
flavor becomes muddy.

Shochu /
Awamori

20-30%
World
spirits

35-45%

Barrels

Extracts from the barrels seep
out and transform as they mix
with the raw spirit. Different types
of barrels work well with different
types of shochu.
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Various Flavors of
There are various ﬂavors of Japanese shochu depending on the
base ingredients. The most common base ingredients are sweet
potato, barley, rice, and kokuto sugar. Each ﬂavor has a distinctive
aroma and characteristics.

Sweet Potato Shochu
Sweet potato shochu is aromatic and varied in its elements. It has a
multi-layered proﬁle with fruit notes like lychee and mango, ﬂoral
notes, and nuances of dairy. Shochu is made using koji and
fermented in two stages. It becomes mellower as it ages. It is also
famous for unique aromas depending on the type of sweet potato
used. One of the best examples is the "Kogane sengan” sweet
potato, which has an aroma reminiscent of chestnuts. Other
varieties include the white "Joy White", the orange "Beni hayato",
and the plum-colored "Purple Sweet Potato", all of which produce a
variety of unique aromas such as citrus, carrot, and yogurt. The
main production areas are Kagoshima Prefecture and southern
Miyazaki Prefecture.
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Japanese Shochus
Rice Shochu
Rice shochu has a light yet expressive fragrance like that of ginjo sake,
with hints of ﬂoral, green apple, citrus, and melon notes. Rice shochu is
made from rice. Unlike Japanese sake, rice shochu tends to be made
with less polished rice to bring out the natural ﬂavors. Some shochu is
made from rice lees, which are produced when Japanese sake is made,
giving it a more concentrated taste and delicious rice ﬂavor. Rice
shochu is produced all over Japan, but its roots are famous in the
Hitoyoshi and Kuma regions of Kumamoto Prefecture.

Awamori
Awamori is moderate in both fragrance and character. With age, it
develops a richer and fuller ﬂavor and aroma of earth, mushrooms,
and vanilla. Awamori is the oldest distilled spirit in Japan, and exclusive
to Okinawa Prefecture. It is a 100% rice distilled spirit that has been
handed down for about 600 years. Importantly, when making
awamori, Toji uses only black koji. Then, the rice must be fermented
with 100% rice koji and distilled only once.

Barley Shochu

Other Shochus

Barley shochu has a richness and ﬂavor that rivals lightly barrel-aged
whiskey or rum. As it matures, the aroma settles down and its ﬂavor
develops to become fuller and more intense. It is not uncommon for
some to have aromas of oak, vanilla, and red fruits when cask-aged.
Barley shochu is one of the most popular categories of shochu in
Japan. Barley shochu is made in many parts of Japan, but is mostly
produced in Oita, Miyazaki and Fukuoka Prefectures.

Other shochu is distilled from a wide variety of ingredients. Many of
them are local agricultural products made only in certain regions. For
example, kokuto shochu is made from rice koji and dark kokuto sugar
in the Amami Islands. Soba shochu is made from buckwheat. Kasutori
shochu is made from sake lees. Kuri shochu is made from chestnuts.
Shiso shochu is made from shiso. These are all popular because they
are distilled without additives, giving them a wonderful aroma and
taste.
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Enjoy Shochu at home.
Authentic Drinking Styles
There are many diﬀerent styles of how to drink Shochu in Japan.
Here are the most popular authentic drinking 4 styles of Shochu.

Approach to
Shochu Cocktails
Mr. Shuzo Nagumo, a mixologist, proprietor, and bartender, created the
approach to making Shochu cocktails to explore aromas. Important points are
“picture the aroma’ s color” and “pick up on the main ﬂavors” as well as “the sub ﬂavors
buried under the main ones.” The key is to decide whether to bring out the main ﬂavors or
sub ones and what to mix in to bring out the desired eﬀect.

Sweet potato shochu
On the Rocks

Cold Water Mix

Shochu is commonly enjoyed on the rocks. You can taste the
full aroma and ﬂavor of the shochu with this easy-to-prepare
serving method. As the ice melts, the ﬂavors will become
mellower. This way works well for all shochu, but especially for
cask-aged barley shochu or sweet potato shochu. To make
shochu on the rocks, high-quality, transparent ice is ideal, and
the ice should be made with mineral water or boiled water.
Three or four big ice cubes are recommended. Shochu should
be poured so it makes contact directly with the ice.

Blending with cold water (mizuwari in Japanese) is a
recommended style of drinking shochu for those who would
like to enjoy it with food. This way is ideal for people who are
not partial to strong drinks. The taste will be soft when the
shochu is mixed with water, but the beverage still remains ﬁlled
with aroma and ﬂavor. This way is highly recommended for
barley shochu and awamori. The usual ratio of shochu to water
is 3 to 2 or 1 to 1. High quality water must be selected, which is
soft water with low mineral content. In Japan, there is an
another way of mixing shochu and water which is to let it sit
overnight to have a mellower taste.

Awamori

Drawing on the lychee-like fruity aroma, and
the warmth and softness of sweet potato, with
a sweet-and-sour lactic nuance

Develops a vanilla ﬂavor through extended
aging.

Aromas that recall ﬂorid ginjo sake, white
ﬂowers, herbs, and pale green fruit

Main ﬂavors

Main ﬂavors

Main ﬂavors

Sweet potato, Floral, Creamy, Fruity

Earthenware pot aroma, Vanillin, Condensed
milk, Mushroom aroma, Roasted aroma

Ginjo sake, Floral, Lactic

Sub ﬂavors

Sub ﬂavors

Chocolate, Black walnut, Almond, Espresso
(coﬀee), Vanilla, Butterscotch, Pineapple, Mango,
Dashi (soup stock), Wasabi

Jasmine, Elderﬂower, Rose, Lime leaves,
Hops, Yogurt, Vanilla, Peach, Melon,
Japanese pepper

Sub ﬂavors
Chocolate, Cacao nibs, Vanilla, Egg yolk, Blue
cheese, Muscat grapes, Lavender,
Elderﬂower, Coriander, Ginger

Barley shochu
Hot Water Mix

With Sparkling Water

Mixing shochu with hot water (oyuwari in Japanese) is a highly
recommended drinking style, especially in the cold season.
With this style, you can enjoy the aroma and umami ﬂavor of
shochu with the steam. This way is recommended with sweet
potato shochu. To make it, add the hot water ﬁrst and then
pour shochu into the cup. The hot water should be
approximately 158 °F (70 °C) when the shochu is added. The
recommended ratio between shochu and water is 1 to 1.

Many people enjoy shochu with sparkling water (sodawari in
Japanese), which may remind you of a highball. To make it,
pour shochu into an ice-ﬁlled glass, then add sparkling water.
The recommended ratio of shochu to sparking water is 1 to 3.
Lemon slices are also a good addition if you would like to add
more freshness. This way is the most crisp and refreshing.
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Rice shochu

Kokuto shochu

Savory aroma from standard-pressure distillation = Nuance of toast right
out of the toaster Distillation under diminished pressure produces a
plainer spirit

Distillation under diminished pressure produces an “unripe” aroma, while
standard pressure recalls sugarcane and rum. Barrel-aged shochus recall
“brown” foods and ingredients.

Main ﬂavors

Main ﬂavors

Savory aroma of barley, Vanillin (aged)

Vanillin, Lactic, Young grass, Sugarcane

Sub ﬂavors

Sub ﬂavors

Honey, Coﬀee (caﬀè mocha), Mascarpone cheese, Marmalade, Chocolate
spread, Berry jam, Lemon curd, Egg, Campari and other bitter liqueurs, Pineapple

Mango, Banana, Guava, Passion fruit, Pineapple, Roasted soybean ﬂour,
Caramel, Coﬀee, Tonka beans, Mint
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Bar Moga

NY

Mixologist：John Anthony Ober

Bar Moga is 1920s-era Japanese cocktail bar, specializing in Craft cocktails,
Japanese shochu, Japanese whiskey-based libations. John Anthony Ober, the
head mixologist, oﬀers Japanese bartending culture-focused cocktails.

SHOCHU
Meets
TOP
MIXOLOGISTS

Zireael
Inspired by Zireael from The Witcher

Shochu

Beni Ikko (Takara Shuzo) / Sweet potato shochu

How to
make

Combine the ingredients in a mixing glass. Stir until chilled.
Pour in the snifter glass with ice. Garnish with orchid
ﬂower. Smoke with Japanese Cherrywood.

Ingredients

Oh Sansho Wow! (Oosanshouo)

- Beni Ikko shochu 1 1/4oz
- Brooklyn Gin 1 1/2oz
- Dolin dry vermouth 1/2oz
- Wild hunt bitters 4dashes
- Simple syrup 2bsp
- Garnish: Cherry wood
- Garnish: Edible Orchid ﬂower

Enjoy rice aroma from rice Shochu and rice vodka

Shochu

Ginrei Shiro (Takahashi Shuzo) / Rice shochu

How to
make

There are 2 ways of making Sansho Infused Shochu: [1] Souevide:
53°C to 5h, [2] Normal temperature 48h. The ratio of Shochu and
Sansho is 100ml = Sansho 1g. Combine in 3 piece shaker. Shake till
chilled. Serve in a coupe glass. Garnish with chrysanthemum ﬂower.

Ingredients

- Sansho infused Shiro rice shochu 35ml
- Haku Vodka 15ml
- Intense 20ml
- House-made Ginger cordial 10ml
- Lemon Juice 20ml
- Garnish: Chrysanthemum Flower

Norwegian Wood

An adult hot bitter chocolate

Angel's Share

Shochu

Mugi Hokka (Honkaku Spirits) / Barley shochu

How to
make

Make the genmai cha hot chocolate by combining everything except
the shochu and heating it up until the chocolate melts. Bring the
temperature to 70℃. Slowly add the shochu and stir. Garnish with
the toasted marshmallow and cacao powder.

Martiny's

NY

Ingredients

Hot chocolate recipe
- 100ml Whole milk
- 300ml Heavy cream
- 80g Dark Chocolate 85%

Mixologist：Takuma Watanabe

Angel’s Share is a speakeasy-style bar in East Village, NY. It is selected as "2020
Timeless American Award" presented by Q Mixers. “ Tsunetaka Imada, the mixologist,
presents and competes on a global stage and showcases his artistic cocktail that
represented his hometown. Atsushi Nakayama, the head mixologist and manager,
builds cocktails with a medley of global ingredients using Japanese techniques.

Martiny’s will bring an exquisite cocktail experience to a historic carriage house
in Gramercy in March 2022. Takuma Watanabe, co-founder and beverage
director, has competed in numerous cocktail competitions and been hosted as a
guest bartender all across the globe.

Shirokiri Pudding

DAY DREAM

Simple is the best

Inspired by Japanese candied sweet potato dessert

Nankai Shochu (Machida Shuzo) / Kokuto shochu

How to
make

Cook mix until sweet potato gets soft and remove cinnamon
sticks and nutmeg, and blend mix and strain after.

Ingredients

- Nankai Shochu 1.5oz
- Mix 2oz
- Garnish: Black Sesame

Verre de vin
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Akakirishima (Kirishima Shuzo) / Sweet potato shochu

How to
make

Mix every ingredients besides green tea with hand blender. Add green
tea leaves into them and strain with kitchen paper makes clear color.

Mix
- Milk 1200ml
- Honey 200ml
- Egg Yolk 6 pc.
- Sweet potato 3 pc.
- Cinnamon 3 sticks
- Nutmeg 2 pc.

Shochu

Shirokirishima (Kirishima Shuzo) / Sweet potato shochu

How to
make

All ingredients into shaker, shake,
then pour into cocktail glass.

Ingredients

- 2oz Shirokirishima Shochu
- Mint
- 1oz Mango purée
- 1Egg Yolk
- 2/3oz Milk
- 2/3oz Lemon Juice

Guardian Deity
Feel “JAPAN” in a glass

New shochu drink reminds of wine

Shochu

Genmai Cha recipe
- 10g for 100ml hot or cold brew
- Garnish: Cacao Powder
- Garnish: Toasted Marshmallow

NY

Mixologist：Tsunetaka Imada (on the left) and Atsushi Nakayama (on the right)

Shochu

- Mugi Hokka Roaster Barley shochu 60ml (2oz)
- Home made hot chocolate 50ml (1 3/4oz)
- Genmai cha 30ml (1oz)
- Burnt Caramel Syrup 10ml (1/4-1/5oz)

Ingredients

- 2 oz Akakirishima Shochu
- 1.5 oz Blueberry juice
- 1/2 oz Maple syrup
- 1/3 oz Yuzu
- 1/2 oz Yogurt
- 1tsp Green tea leaves

Shochu

Iichiko Saiten (Sanwa Shurui) / Barley shochu

How to
make

All ingredients into mixing glass then stir and pour.

Ingredients

- 2oz Iichiko Saiten
- 1/2oz Yuzu Juice
- 2bsp Yuzu Jam
- 1/2oz Kuromitsu Kokuto
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Oldies

Shibumi

NY

LA

Mixologist：John Carlson

Mixologist：Chris Gomez

Oldies oﬀers a vast variety of Japanese-inspired cocktails and delectable bar
food to Industry City in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. It is selected as "NYC’s Hottest
Cocktail Bars, September 2021" by Eater NY. John Carlson, the head mixologist,
built a reputation with meticulous work ethic & endless curiosity.

Shibumi is a one-Michelin star Japanese restaurant and bar. It is selected as
"Jonathan Gold's 101 Best Restaurants." Chris Gomez is a beverage director at
Shibumi, who experienced to work at famous hospitality industry such as The
NoMad NY and Honeycut LA.

ALL FOR ONE

Kaki Sgroppino

Brings umami and earthiness in a drink

Inspired by Japanese Kakigori

Shochu
How to
make

Iichiko Saiten (Sanwa Shurui) / Barley shochu
Pour all contents listed, shake contents with ice in shaker.
Double strain, and pour drink into a glass.

Ingredients

- 0.75oz Iichiko Saiten Shochu
- 0.75oz Green Chartreuse
- 0.75oz Umeshu
- 0.75oz Lime Juice

Shochu

RYUKYU1429 TSUCHI (RYUKYU1429) / Awamori

How to
make

Blend all ingredients listed above to make persimmon puree.
Pour the puree into a shallow pan for freezing. Scrape with a
spoon and form into a mound within a wide brimmed glass
and add shochu. Add additional granita on top.

OKINAWA GOLD

Ingredients

- 2oz Ryukyu TSUCHI.
- Persimmon granita
(blend 400g water, 150g peeled ripe
Fuyu persimmon, 200g Sugar, and
50g Lemon)

Ingredients

- 3 oz Hojicha
- Organic heavy whipped cream
(70% whipped)
- 2oz Sakura Shiranami Shochu

On a beach in sunny Okinawa

Shochu
How to
make

Nankai Gold (Machida Shuzo) / Kokuto shochu
Blend Nankai gold shochu with dried mango, then spun in a
centrifuge. Add Yuzushu and Lime and Stir. Pour over a rock of ice.

Ingredients

- 2oz Nankai Gold Mango Justino
- 0.5oz Yuzushu
- 0.25oz Lime juice

Yuzu Drop Martini
Delicate and bright, easy-to-drink cocktail

Shochu

Shiro (Takahashi Shuzo) / Rice shochu

How to
make

All ingredients into shaker, shake, then pour into cocktail
glass.

Thyme Bar

Ingredients

- 2oz Shiro shochu
- 1oz Yuzu shu
- 0.5oz Orange Curacao
- 0.25oz Lemon Juice
- 0.25 simple syrup
- YUZU sugar

How to
make

Make hot hojicha (3% tea leaves) and set aside. Shake
whipping cream to 70% thickness. In a glass, add hot
hojicha then shochu. Gently pour whipped cream on top.

Shachō Sipper
Want to drink with people who respect me

Perfect before dinner

Shochu

Kurokirishima (Kirishima Shuzo) / Sweet potato shochu

How to
make

All ingredients into mixing glass then stir and pour. Submerge the plums in
the liquor. Finally, roast the herbs in the squares to release their aroma.

Ingredients

- 1.5oz Kurokirishima Shochu
- 1oz Plume liqueur
- 0.5oz Fernet
- 2 dashes Orange blossom

Hana Ni Arashi

Shochu

Shiro (Takahashi Shuzo) / Rice shochu

How to
make

Combine all ingredients into a mixing glass and stir
with ice. Strain contents of mixing glass into a chilled
Nick and Nora glass. Garnish with a spritz of lemon oil.

Ingredients

- 2oz Shiro shochu
- 1oz C. Comoz Vermouth Blanc
- Tsp Combier Liqueur de Banane
- Tsp Clément Créole Shrubb
- 3 drops Saline Solution
- Garnish: Lemon oil spritz

Ingredients

- 1oz Iichiko Saiten
- 1oz Bittermelon syrup
- 0.75oz Paranubes Oaxacan Rum
- 0.5oz Manzanilla Sherry
- 0.5oz Lemon Juice
- 0.25oz Avèze

Fu Gwaa Falsetto
A glass of bitterness that is addictive

Smoky-Spicy-Refreshing-Tingly

Iichiko Saiten (Sanwa Shurui) / Barley shochu
All ingredients into shaker, shake, then pour into cocktail glass. Pour dry ice
and ginger beer into a pot. Sear the tea with a burner to release the aroma.

LA

Thunderbolt is neighborhood cocktail bar. It is selected as "the 28 coolest
bars in the world right now" by Time Out. Tom G. Liu, the head mixologist, is
an experienced mixologist with one of the support member of opening the
NoMad LA.

Yushoku Mae
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Sakura Shiranami (Satsuma Shuzo) / Sweet potato shochu

Mixologist：Tom G. Liu

NY

Thyme Bar is the newest underground hideaway, a cocktail speakeasy lounge
nestled beneath 23rd Street in a historic pre-war cellar. Jeremy Le Blanche is
a French-born mixologist developed his skills by training in great bars across
the world.

How to
make

Shochu

Thunderbolt

Mixologist：Jeremy Le Blanche

Shochu

Hojichawari
Japanese in Vienna

Ingredients

- 45ml Ginger beer
- 35ml Siberian ginseng infused Iichiko Saiten Shochu
- 45ml Iichiko Saiten Shochu
- 15ml Kummel
- 35ml Lime

Shochu

Iichiko Saiten (Sanwa Shurui) / Barley shochu

How to
make

Combine all ingredients in a shaker tin with a small handful of pebble
ice and integrate with a quick whip shake. Pour the contents of the
shaker tin into a pint glass and top oﬀ with more pebble ice, pressing
down on the ice until it forms a small mound over rim of the pint
glass. Garnish with a dusting of Li Hing Mui powder over the top.
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V DTLA

LA

Mixologist：Danny Cruz

V DTLA is a new neighborhood hangout set in a converted 1920’ s jewelry
store. It is selected as one of the Best Bar Design in the US for 2020 by
Restaurant & Bar Design Awards. Danny Cruz, the head mixologist, oﬀers
personable experience with his crafted cocktails.

Zaky Sour
Fresh and unique ﬂavors

Shochu

Kannoko (Satsuma Shuzo) / Barley shochu

How to
make

Mix all ingredients in shaker tin, shake extra hard with
draft ice. Double strain into martini glass, garnish with
1 mint leaf and lime zest.

Ingredients

-

1oz Kannoko Shochu
3/4oz Roku gin
1oz Bitter truth liquid falernum
1oz Lime juice
1oz Egg white

Ingredients

-

2oz Ryukyu 1429 MIZU
1oz Liquid alchemist ginger syrup
1oz Lemon juice
3 Basil leaves

YuYu Mizu
Aroma encounter of herbs and shochu

Shochu

RYUKYU 1429 MIZU (RYUKYU1429) / Awamori

How to
make

In shaker tin put lemon juice, ginger syrup, 3 basil leavesmuddle all ingredients together, add awamori and shake extra
hard; pour ingredients into rocks glass with ice and garnish
with fresh basil leaf.

About JFOODO
JFOODO, The Japan Food Product Overseas Promotion Center , was
established on April 1, 2017 within JETRO, Japan External Trade
Organization. JFOODO will devote its resources to the branding of
Japanese agricultural, forestry, ﬁshery and food products.
Please check JFOODO Shochu oﬃcial website and Instagram.

Shochu Website

JFOODO oﬃcial website
https://www.jetro.go.jp/en/jfoodo/
JFOODO Shochu oﬃcial website
https://shochu-jfoodo.jetro.go.jp/index.html
JFOODO Shochu oﬃcial Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/shochu_japan/

Shochu Instagram

